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To My mother and father
"The tragedy in life is not that it ends so soon,
but that we wait so long to begin."
- W. M. Lewis
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I. THESIS PROPOSAL
My thesis work will focus on creating ceramic sculpture using metaphor that refers to my
childhood self and the difficulties of adulthood.
Certain aspects of childhood gave me a unique perspective on the world. For example, I
would play with everyday objects and without realizing it transform them into personal
metaphors. This skill came naturally to me through play and fantasy. The importance and
latitude of creation that came naturally to me as a child is a nostalgic memory ofmy cur
rent adult self. As an adult, with all the outside influences that come with responsibility
and formal education, it is important for me to sustain a sense of childhood wonderment.
For my thesis I will be creating my own metaphorical language using various forms while
building narratives through fantasy and play just as a child would. Birds will be one of the
forms used because of their personal and historical meaning. The sculptures will incorpo
rate specific birds, for example, homing pigeons. Homing pigeons represent a messenger
from my past. Another example is the tricycle and wheel, which represent early memories
ofmy freedom.
The use of clay is the connection to my childhood and a means of communicating in a
way I cannot in words. Techniques I will utilize are hand building as well as mold making.
This will allow certain pieces to have an individualized touch while other pieces will have
the look of repetition and lack of individuality. I will explore multi-firings in oxidation
with low to medium fired clays. These techniques exemplify the realization of
memories of my childhood self and allow the exploration of the conflict between past
and present.
II. BACKGROUND
I grew up devoid of the thought, "I
can't."Both my parents were creative and wildly
inventive people. For example, my dad would take scraps of wire, tubing, and flat metal,
then cut, twist, and bend it, until suddenly it turned into a toy. My small fingers rested on
the bottom of the wire loop that closed and twisted its way straight up. My other hand
was on the small tube underneath a propeller-shaped piece of metal that pierced the long
twisted wire. "Pull up on
it,"
my dad said to me. When I pulled up on the tubing the pro
peller spun around and around, up the twisted wire and glided into the air spinning in
mid-air until it landed softly on the ground. It amazed me that my dad could take some
simple materials and by combining and altering them, he would transform them into
something else. It was magical. He did this not only on a small scale with some of our
toys, but also worked on larger projects like building our house. It seemed my father
could make anything. He easily understood how to work with many different materials.
Having a father who could build or create just about anything had a lasting impression
on me. Since I was my father's daughter, I assumed I had the same ability to create what
ever I wanted. The self-imposed possibility and potential I had as a child were boundless.
My mom exposed me to art and metaphor through early family activities. When my mom
would gather my siblings and myself, sit us down at the table, place a blank piece of con
struction paper and a crayon in front of each of us, she would expect us to follow her
lead. She would start by drawing a basic shape. "A backward letter c," she would say, as
we picked up our crayons and attempted to draw a reversed letter. She would continue by
adding more simple shapes to her page, and we would mimic her actions on our papers.
When she was finished it was a completed drawing of an object or animal. I was amazed
when the drawings were completed. We all held them up and while each one was the same
subject, each drawing was rendered very differently. Realizing that all those simple shapes
could make up a whole, I began to see everything around me as shapes. My mom was my
first art teacher. She didn't realize the value of the lesson she taught me the ability to
visually break down an object into its simplest forms. It was a powerful tool to learn. It
became a game to me and without comprehending what I was doing, I started to look at
almost everything this way. Practicing one of the most essential and fundamental ideas of
understanding form and shape was a game I played on a regular basis.
"Come, sit in my nest, little
bird,"
my mother said to me as a child, knowing that she
wanted to take a break and rest for a bit. The nest she referred to was her legs curled up
on the couch a position she would assume when she needed a break but could still keep
an eye on me. My mother would lie on her side and curl up her legs so that her thighs
made up one part of the nest, her calves made up another part, and the couch made up the
back portion of the nest. I was the little bird, bringing toys and other small objects to play
with while I sat in the nest for as long as the
"game"
would last. This is one of my most
early memories of metaphorical transformation. As the youngest of three children, I was a
small bird with its mouth constantly open for the attention of the mother bird. What I
now look back to in amazement is that my imaginative child mind did not stop when the
nest game ended. I started to look at all people as birds by observing the character of a
person and matching the kind of bird that would best represent them. It didn't stop at
birds. I began to look at everything with the potential to represent something else. I was
instinctually defining metaphor as: "The ordinary meaning in the context of use is odd
enough to prompt us to disregard the question of literal truth" (Sacks, 40).
Long before the mass use of video players and video movies, I grew up during the era of
home movies captured on 8mm film. The film had no sound and required a projector to
watch a movie. A toy that fascinated me as a child was my hand-held animated movie
viewer. This square plastic toy came with animated films on cassettes that you could
insert, put your eye up to the viewer, turn the hand crank, and then watch a movie. I think
most kids would look through the eye hole and simply watch the movie then toss it aside
and move on to the next toy. I liked this toy for two important reasons. First, I watched
the animated movies frame by frame so I could see what movement looked like as a
stopped frame. This changed my way of thinking. Anyone can watch someone in motion.
What I began to question was what was I unable to see because of motion. I questioned
what these animated characters looked like frozen in time with their arm mid-swing, and
wondered do both feet ever leave the ground at the same time. This was like looking at
something your naked eye was not be able to see. I studied the two films I had for hours
on end, and my interest never tired. The second reason I adored this toy is that when I
squeezed my eye against the view finder the outside world disappeared. I was transported
into the film. In my mind there was nothing better than sitting on my bed and in an
instant, being taken elsewhere. This is something I think inspired art does. It opens up
your world and transports you somewhere you have not been. When the film broke from
such repeated use, I thought I had lost my secret world of looking at something no one
was smart enough to realize.
My art work reflects the memories of my childhood. I am a first generation American on
my father's side. My early years were spent growing up in a close-knit family, steeped in
Italian values. Our home was filled with lots of delicious food, story telling in Italian,
laughter, and plenty of music. Gatherings around the dinner table with my extended fami
ly included my grandparents, aunts and uncles. Story telling was an important way of
sharing during dinner. When I became enthralled with a story I would transcend my sur
roundings. Also aware of how the storyteller captivated everyone's attention, I started to
make my own stories and put on shows. Sometimes my sister and I would perform for my
family by either singing songs, or we would cut out drawings and make them into pup
pets. Several years later my dad made a puppet theater where I could properly set up stage
with backgrounds and make my own dimensional puppets to tell my stories more formal
ly. Putting on performances for whatever audience I could find was a form of instant
experimentation with immediate reaction. One particular story I remember only by the
title, The Black Pearl, was my dad's favorite. This solo show was improvised from a basic
premise I had come up with and my only audience member was my dad. The story was a
comedy, and it went over so well. I can vividly remember myself crouched behind the
stage opening and listening to my dad laughing as I performed. Not only did I captivate
my father, I made him laugh. It was wonderful what a silly story could do. I never forgot
the feeling of holding someone's fascination and having the ability of changing their mood.
It was a way to transport someone while at the same time have their undivided attention in
order to communicate an idea or thought.
As most children do, I had such a sense of awe, but when my upbringing was coupled
with my imagination, I was in my own world. I dwelled quite comfortably in my own
wonderland. Making a mud pie with thick, smooth earth nestled between two crisp
autumn leaves would occupy me for hours. When I rode my tricycle around, I was a flying
bird. The speed and the wind must have been what it felt like to be a bird flying and free.
Flip the tricycle over, turn the pedals with your hands, and the bike became an ice cream
machine. I never forgot that I could go wherever I wanted with my imagination and was
well aware of its powers of persuasion.
III. CONTENT
The metaphorical content in my work is present to make the work more engaging, com
prehensible, and to activate the imagination. My thesis work was created to better under
stand the differences of my childhood self and my present adult self. The difference
between these two people is not just a separation of time. I no longer possess the fearless
ness of trying and learning or the outlook of unlimited potential that I did as a child.
Growing up and becoming an adult was and still is a struggle to remember the fearless
optimist I once was. Capturing moments in time in my work is a way of chronologically
going back to my past to find where that vast gap of change occurred. The choice of par
ticular metaphors are used to relate to my past and help me better understand myself dur
ing that time in hopes of reviving the essence of that little girl.
The metaphor of the bird is used to represent myself. My mom said I was a bird, and I
took that as fact. Therefore, I grew up viewing myself as a bird. I chose which birds
would best represent the reference to my past and present self. I selected birds that would
visually contrast one another to add impact to that difference. Beyond visual qualities, I
picked the crow and the homing pigeon because of the additional metaphorical references
their characteristics imply.
Color choices were based on the desire to enhance the contrast between time and to
metaphorically show the difference between childhood and adulthood. White with soft
undertones of muted colors appear on the pigeons and speak about a simple, meditative
quietness. Void of a sterile opaque white, the surface has transparency and depth while
revealing warmth. Contrasting blacks depict mystery and foreboding. The deep rich
blacks explore the idea of the unknown. The vast gap between the opposing colors
expresses the severe degree of imposition and change through time. The ominous deep
blue that emits from the wall, represents the dark night sky. While the blue and black con
trast with that of the white bones it evokes a subdued warning when positioned behind
the crows.
The materials and techniques serve the metaphorical content of the work. Most of the
pieces in the thesis show could be produced in other mediums such as cast metal or wood.
However, the use of clay gives the work a sense of preciousness and fragility that reflects
time and nostalgia. The surface draws attention with a desire to touch but the material
implies that these are delicate objects and invite contemplation. The use of molds to create
the work not only furthers the idea of a loss of independence, but the actual process of
mold making is a way of physically capturing a moment in time. The work sustains a
sense of illusion that these are rarified objects from another time.
The homing pigeon was chosen for its reliability to go from one destination to another
while delivering a message. Trust must be established between a trainer and a bird. This
idea related well with the kind of trust a child must place in a parent not only to survive,
but also learn. The messages delivered by the homing pigeons are representative reminders
of the important lessons I learned in childhood. The ominous yet beautiful physical char
acteristics of the crow, in contrast to the pigeon include its luscious black feathers, pointy
metallic beak, and sparkling dark eyes. Perceived to be fiercely independent and free, in
folklore the crow is also viewed as cunning and devious. The beautiful, alluring traits of
the crow remind me of how I could not wait to grow up. Similar to the contradictions of
the crow, while my perception of being an adult was that of more freedom, I found the
opposite to be true.
When I was three or four years old, one of my most beloved possessions was my tricycle.
Much in the same way that metaphorical contradiction occurs in the use of the crow,
wheels represent freedom and mobility as well as the cycle of everything having a begin
ning and an end. The homing pigeons always appear grounded with wheels. The idea of
the bird not being fully capable of flying also gives way to the opportunity for it to
maneuver about in a different way. With the scale of the wheel in close relationship to that
of the bird, it appears to have a toylike quality.
The reference to toys occurs in my thesis work in hopes to highlight the lighter, less
serious aspect of self. The menacing bodies are changed into a playful toy shape
and pigeons are also altered with the addition of wheels to illustrate the change in
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perception when transformed.
The idea behind the use of a skeletal structure implies that the very foundation of who we
are can end when we submit to the imposition of adulthood confinements. Human leg
bones are used to represent the finality of childhood and individuality. The bones are
adult-sized to illustrate when this end of individuality occurs.
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IV. HISTORICAL REFERENCES
The forces that shape me the most as an artist originate from my upbringing. Historical
references have broadened my foundation and inform my current work.
As a 19-year-old sitting in my college art history class, I was exposed to a painting that
altered my ideas of how I looked at form, shape and time. It was Marcel Duchamp's Nude
Descending a Staircase (No. 2). I made an immediate connection to the work when I saw
his painting. As a child, I spent intriguing hours,
looking at frozen motion and combined with the
lessons my mom taught me, visually broke down
form into its simplest shape. Once exposed to
this painting, I felt I had found someone who had
taken my interest to a much higher level. The
painting references form in motion through a
sculptural lens. The figure is not just motionless
while captured in time, rather Duchamp captures
the movement of the form as simple shapes col
liding with one another to demonstrate the occu
pied physical space of the figure descending the
Fig. 1:Marcel Duchamp,NudeDescending a Staircase (No. 2),
stairs. This impressed upon me the coexistence of 1912^ on CaavM
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form in time. While my thesis body of work does not explore this concept in physicality,
it is the backbone of the thought behind my work. My sculpture reflects how my past and
present self coexist in the same space in time. Carrier pigeons are used as a metaphor of
my past and the crow is a representation ofmy adult present. In the way Duchamp's
figure overlaps in form, I wish to create a tension in the space that exists between the two
different birds and allow the viewer to perhaps envision the next frame of motion.
I should explain that my influences cannot be understood without discussing the generali
ties of the ideas behind them. This is why I feel a kinship with the thoughts of Francis
Bacon. Bacon is quoted as saying, "I have a feeling of mortality all the time. Because if life
excites you, its opposite, like a shadow, death, must exciteyou"(Sylvester, 104). Since I
was a child, I have been keenly aware that my lifetime is limited. Experiencing my own
pain and the anxiety of illness that exists within my family has put the perspective of
physical health at an acute level of my interest. When I walk somewhere I often take into
account that another person may not be as fortunate to arrive at the same destination as
easily. Illness also made me realize that life can be completely altered in an instant.
Somewhere between childhood and adolescence my life changed as quickly, like switching
to the next frame on a roll of film. Three years ago, I was finally prepared to take action,
because I was spending my short life not pursuing what I loved. Leaving my comfort zone
of a regular job with decent pay and a self-made existence to pursue my desire to work
sculpturally made perfect sense to me. My work always fringes on the inescapable fact of
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death. My thesis work depicts the end of my forgotten childhood self and the reminders
of my memories left behind to help steer my life back on its proper course.
In interviews, Francis Bacon's words spoke to the rationale of ideas in my own work.
Bacon discusses the use of realism in his work,
"I believe realism has to be reinvented. It has to be continuously
reinvented. In one of his letters Van Gogh speaks of the need to make
changes in reality, which become lies that are truer than the literal truth.
I don't see why
'real' doesn't stand for realistic. When I say 'more
real'
I mean more factual" (Sylvester, 172).
The current use of realism in my work stems from this idea of making the work more
factual rather than following the footsteps of trompe l'oeil artists. Trompe l'oeil captures
moments in time allowing the viewer to reflect on his/her own recollection or philosophi
cal concerns. I am more interested in using realism to question: "What is our
reality?"
I found the answers in the artwork posed by the surrealist Rene Magritte. The series of
Magritte's work which deals with the conflict of images and words had a profound affect
on my ideas about what it is we are really seeing. In 1992, 1 was lucky enough to be in
Chicago to see a retrospective ofMagritte's work at the Art Institute of Chicago. As I
weaved in and out of the work it was Magritte's 1929 painting La Trahison Des Images,
that stopped me in my tracks. The answer to my question about reality was staring back at
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me in the form of an oil painting. "The
simplicity of the idea that a picture of a
pipe and a real pipe are not the same
thing is strengthened by an image that
might have been taken straight from a
nursery school
primer"(Whitfield, 67).
Magritte challenges the notion that the
viewer is not observing a physical pipe
but a representation of an object. Its
words, This is not a Pipe, strongly contradict the main visual element of the painted pipe.
This conflict of visual versus the written word enables the viewer to realize the difference
between the actual object and a visual representation that can hold new meaning.
Therefore the reality I use in my art is based on the premise that what you are looking at
is not a crow in mid-flight, but rather a representation of something else.
Fig. 2: ReneMagritte, La TrahisonDes Images, 1935, Oil on Canvas
As in the work of contemporary ceramic sculptor,
Adrian Arleo, the expression of innerself is a mov
ing force in my own work. Although Arleo's
sculptures usually include the human form, our
work shares a similarity of conceptual ideas.
Arleo's work is concerned with "the non-physical, Hfr 3Adrian Arleo, Plumage, 2004, Clay and Glaze
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internal, ephemeral, spiritual, emotional or
psychological experiences"(Prange, 51).
Many of her figures reflect internal
moments and incorporate metaphorical
use of the connection she makes with
nature. While my thesis work explores
similar ideas, it contrasts with that of
Arleo's through the loud and outward
expressions of some of my pieces. By
highlighting the opposites with the meditative inner and the expressive outer self, I active
Fig. 4:Adrian Arleo, Nest Arms, 2004, Clay, Glaze and
Mixed Media
ly confront the viewer. Arleo's work has been described as, "... a certain fearlessness in
working so close to the bone, so close to self-exposure"(Prange, 53). It is that sense of
vulnerability and rawness I strive to explore in my work.
I can confidently conclude my historical
references by explaining that I do not
desire to fit in a particular genre ofwork
but rather to pull from parts of the
ideologies of the aforementioned artists
and styles. It is painter Frida Kahlo whose
life's work I look at to reinforce this Fig. 5: Frida Kahlo, The Two Fridas, 1939, Oil on Canvas
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decision. Her work speaks with honesty about a subject she knew very well, her life.
Kahlo struggled with misfortune in her life, as many people do, but it seemed that her art
work was an important force that moved her beyond just existing. Her art allowed her to
flourish in the face of life's obstacles. "I never painted dreams, I painted my own
reality"
(Zamora, 114).
Fig. 6: Frida Kahlo, SelfPortrait, 1940, Oil on Canvas
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IV THESIS REVIEW, CRITIQUE AND ANALYSIS
My thesis exhibition, Harbingers, consists of a main installation piece and three smaller
supporting sculptures. All the sculptures incorporate birds, particularly homing pigeons
and crows. Historically, the carrier pigeon has been used as a communication tool. During
World War II the bird was so invaluable to foot soldiers that several pigeons received
badges of honor, declaring their value as great as that of a human. Having a metaphorical
relationship with birds since I was a child, it seemed the carrier pigeon was an excellent
choice to represent the messenger from my past. By using the expression of closed eyes on
the pigeons, I wish to show the introspection of my childhood. The crow was an obvious
choice for the allegorical depiction of the confinements of adulthood. Its physical qualities
and ominous features provided a strong contrast with the characteristics of the homing
pigeon. Observing the common crow allowed me to discover something else in the bird.
When I look at a crow I agree with the sentiments of Lawrence Kilham, a Fellow of the
American Ornithologists' Union, "Crows seem as though by convergent evolution to
have something in their psyches corresponding to something in our
own"(3).
The ceramic sculpture Encircling Youth II, presents the viewer with five ominous black
crows surrounding one carrier pigeon with a message on its back. This calm, meditative
pigeon with closed eyes seems unaffected by its aggressive neighbors. The viewer can see
the bird's features are altered with the addition of wheels. A large pulley wheel protrudes
from the center of the chest while two smaller wheels support the back half of the bird.
The more I worked with wheels, the more I understood the different metaphorical mean
ings behind why I chose them. The use of three wheels on this pigeon, the front wheel
larger than the two smaller back wheels, is reminiscent of a tricycle. Since the scale of the
wheel is closer to that of the bird it gives the bird a toylike quality. However, since the
bird is grounded and the front wheel is depicted as a pulley, this expresses the idea of the
bird not being fully capable of flying. The wheels provide the bird an opportunity to
maneuver about in a different way while the pulley suggests dependency ofmovement.
Mold-making was utilized to create the five similar black crows supporting the imposition
of uniformity and confinement of adulthood. The black smoke-fired birds have the
appearance of hard edges from their carved bodies, but the surface is soft and smooth.
With mouths and eyes open, they look on at the pigeon in frozen aggression. The
scratched outer edge of the pigeon has subtle hints colors showing through a top layer of
worn white, suggesting that the bird's journey has been enduring over time. Although sur
rounded, the quietness of its stance and meditative appearance reflect a sense of hope that
its message will be delivered.
Another sculpture entitled Choices, is a mirrored, two-bodied carrier pigeon. This unified
bird carries two bundles of rolled messages on each of its two backs. Bound with a thin,
waxed hemp rope, one side of the bird carries a bundle of white porcelain letters and the
other an aged bundle of black porcelain messages. On the bottom of each side of the bird's
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body are a set of two wheels. Because this bird is two headed it is uncertain of its direc
tion as well as the possibility of movement. The surface of the two-headed fowl is differ
ent than the other carrier pigeons. Deep greens and blues underscore the topcoat of worn
brown. The visual weight of the mass of thin rolled letters questions which memories
from the past are a burden, and which are you grateful to carry. The duality of messages
suggest that perhaps one set of memories cannot exist without the other. Choices explore
the immobility of living in the past rather than the present.
Obstacles is a multiple piece that explores the perception of reality. Twenty transfigured
crows with rounded balls for bodies tilt their dark black forms around three carrier
pigeons. The pigeons are attached together with a braided hemp rope in a train-like
connection moving through the mass of assumed doom. Viewed from a distance,
multiples of black surround a river of white. Twenty crows outnumber three pigeons to
provide another visual cue of their fate. Upon closer inspection the crows appear almost
toy-like and less threatening to the four-wheel pigeons. The immediate perception of the
piece is of ill fated doom for the message-bearing pigeons. However, the toy-like crows
question that initial reaction and illustrate how the perception of reality may significantly
differ upon further analysis.
The 8' x 10' wall installation holds the same name as the title of the show. Harbingers
includes a wave of 12 black porcelain crows in grid format, projecting out from a deep
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blue wall. Thecrows'bodies are captured in a moment of time which hold the birds mid-
flight. The birds' out stretched large black wings, curved bodies, expanded tails and open
bronze talons show the birds in a frozen position just before landing. Realistic gesture and
minute detail add to the impact of the multiples. Steel black rods support the birds away
from the wall at varying lengths. Anchored to the base of the wall is a 4'w x 8'1 x 4"h
black pedestal that offers a pile of bones and a single standing crow. The aged and pitted
bones are piled in hollow form and stand approximately
2.5' in height. The crackling of
the black mason stained lines through the solid whites of the bones supports the visualiza
tion of age. Each bone joint reveals wear or use. The skeletal forms suggest a visual rela
tionship of age and fragility, rather than articulation ofmovement. Peering through the
opening at the top of the pile, a time worn wheel is discovered sitting inside the bones.
Creating this installation increased the level of knowledge and intensity in my work.
Three and five part molds were made for different sections of the body and wings of the
crows. The crows were slip-cast with black porcelain and fired to a vitreous state to allow
the raw surface of the porcelain to shine through. The bird bodies and wings were
bisqued separately but final fired together on fiber to prevent warpage. The rate of loss to
create each flying bird was approximately three to one. Bronze feet were lost wax cast and
inserted after the firing. The pile of leg bones were slip cast from four part molds.
Combustible materials were added when slip casting the porcelain, to achieve the pitted
and aged look of bones. Two mason stains were added to increase the depth of the texture
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before final firing. The standing crow was created in a similar way as the aforementioned
pigeons. A press mold of the general body form was used and then each piece was hand-
carved at the leather hard stage to depict detail and show individuality. Terra sigilatta was
applied for coloring and surface. The crows were smoke fired as a final step to add
more dimension to the black. The time worn wheel was press molded with different
combustible materials for surface wear and terra sigilatta applied before firing. The wheel
was bisqued and glazed for its final firing. All the pieces were assembled to create the
installation on site at the gallery.
It was my fundamental intention for this installation to be powerful and frightening but
also beautiful. At the thesis show's opening I was excited to hear how many people were
using those exact words to describe the work. A foreboding blue background with cast
shadows of the crows on the wall beckons to the unknown aftermath. Twelve interchange
able crows created from molds appear in a grid format to represent the conformity of
adulthood and the loss of identity. The singular crow which stands perched at the edge of
the pile of bones gives a directional cue to investigate the bones more closely. The skeletal
pile of human bones are only made up of the leg bone, which symbolizes the idea behind
the phrase "no leg to stand
on."The pile also represents the aftermath of a previous
encounter with a mass of crows. Inside the pile, a worn-out wheel sits beneath the shad
ows of the bones, open to interpretation as to whether the bones are protecting the wheel
or trapping the aged metaphor for my memories. While the impact of this installation
belongs in part to its scale and level of detail, its true strength lies in its content.
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V. CONCLUSION
This thesis paper affirms my decision to change my life's direction and put myself on a
path I feel more confident traveling. Being accepted into graduate school to study
ceramic sculpture was the first step for critical discussion of my work. The work I
created for my thesis exhausted all my resources to complete. I am grateful to have had the
opportunity to spend time and focus on a body ofwork that has such profound meaning
to my life. As an adult, with all the outside influences that come with responsibility and
formal education, it is even more important to me to sustain a sense of childhood wonder
ment. The work I create in the future will continue to explore the issues between the con
scious and the unconscious is the limitless, childlike state of mind where everything is pos
sible. Working with clay allows me to travel to a place where a sense of play, creativity,
and hope are nourished.
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South Bank Center, 1992. Fig. 2
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